
What a shambles

Look at the landscape facing British racing

today. A millennial-driven movement

which has encouraged  politicians, ever

eager to follow popular opinion in  search

of votes, to listen to an agenda of

antagonism and intolerance founded on the

misconceived belief that racehorses and

ex-racehorses are poorly treated animals; a

second movement, which has seen a

massive change in the public perception of

all forms of gambling, brought about by

the damage done to the family lives of

those hooked on fruit machines; the

resultant closure of thousands of betting

shops in the wake of the reduction in stakes

permitted on those machines; and with the

closures, a fall in the levy and media rights

income of racing, causing a drop in prize-

money by racecourses which in turn has

led to affirmative action protests by owners

and trainers against individual racecourses.

And now, the killer blow which

threatens to bring the curtain down on

society and economic life, never mind

British racing, as we know it  --  Covid-19.

It is not hard to see racing’s deck of cards

collapsing as owners’ businesses fail,

training fees go unpaid, horses are put out

to grass, stable staff are let go, and trainers

become insolvent.

As in all crises, and racing was in crisis

before Coronavirus, leadership becomes

crucial. Major problems require major

leadership  --  to identify the problems, find

the solutions and act decisively in the best

interests of the industry.

Racing has a history of poor decisions

by its leaders that have crippled its

finances: encouraging Government in 1961

to legalise bookmakers instead of having a

Tote monopoly; not insisting on a share of

the revenue from the introduction of fruit

machines into betting shops in the early

1990s; supporting the introduction of

betting exchanges in the early Noughties.

The recent decision to stop racing

behind closed doors showed yet again the

lack of leadership and poor decision-

making. The starting premise for the

leaders of any industry, and especially one

on which 70,000 depend for their

livelihood, is that they have a primary duty

to protect the economic health of their

constituents. Yet the BHA, despite the

ability to operate racing behind closed

doors within the Government’s guidelines,

caved in to public opinion while offering

one of the lamest excuses ever heard that

“we didn’t think racing would be allowed

to go on much longer anyway”. A week’s

revenue was lost by all and replaced by the

begging bowl and a claim of “don’t worry,

we have some reserves that we can dip

into”.

This debacle did however highlight the

question: Who is running the British racing

industry?  The decision to stop racing was

effectively made by someone who had

already resigned his position and was

working out his notice, in conjunction with

an eclectic bunch of industry bodies whose

votes were cast by their CEOs, people with

no investment in the industry  --  some of

whom even voted against the wishes of

their own organisation!

So who  is running the British racing

industry? BHA? RCA? ROA? HG? JC?

ARC? NTF? CMO? Just listing the

nominees highlights the problem. A big pat

on the back if you even know what the

initials stand for.

If a company wanted to invest

sponsorship in the whole sport (not just a

race or race meeting) which of the above

organisations does it head to? No idea.

Who in racing is looking for new

revenue streams to replace the diminishing

ones of levy and media rights? No idea

(probably no one).

Who is shaping long-term strategy for

the industry? No idea (probably no one).

The Jockey Club decided 15 years ago

that regulation was a poisoned chalice and

magnanimously gave it over to the BHA to

give it something to do so it did not meddle

any more in trying to run the finances of

the industry. That way the RCA, of which

the Jockey Club is by far the most

powerful member, could regain the

dominant position in British racing that the

Jockey Club had been forced to relinquish

in 1993 by the Government insisting on the

formation of the British Horseracing

Board.

It is a shambles and made worse by the

current crises. Never has leadership been

more urgently needed and never more

absent. Racing is sinking into an abyss.

And we don’t even know who to blame

because no one is in charge, no one is

accountable and none of the  industry’s

organisations is willing to let any of the

other organisations put the word “BOSS”

after their name. Instead they just keep

forming a new committee every time a

new problem arises, made up of the same

competing organisations with different

agendas.  

British racing desperately needs a strong

governing body but the BHA, the supposed

governing body, is a toothless organisation,

and it is not even the BHA’s fault. It is

toothless because certain elements of the

racing industry have never wanted a strong

governing body, believing that it would

threaten their own power and influence. As

a result, racing is now in danger of

imploding. A disaster is looming.

PETER SAVILL
Wicklow, Ireland

Memories of the remarkable Trigger

The March edition of the Kingsley Klarion

was a wonderful tribute to Double Trigger

and I am writing to thank you for it. I was

fortunate to have a 25% share in this

remarkable horse.

I started my horse ownership with a very

small share of Double Blue who won his

first four races and naturally I was hooked.

I met Ron Huggins and Richard Huckerby

in a pub in Kent and Ron said he was

selling shares in two yearlings. He was

offering a 10% share in one and 25% share

in another. I said I wasn’t sure if I could

afford to pay a 25% share and so would

take the 10%, but by the time I left the pub

I had agreed to buy 25% of the Ela-Mana-

Mou!

I visited Kingsley House to see what I

had bought and was not filled with

confidence. Bobby Elliott showed me the

flashy yearling, muttered about a circus

horse and said he might win a 20-mile

race. Like Mark, I don’t remember Trigger

showing on the gallops any sign of what
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Dick Moules (left) and Ron Huggins (right) with Double Trigger after his Sagaro Stakes win in May 1995

was to come.

The following year I met Ron at the

Ebor meeting to discuss what to do. If we

sold Trigger as an unraced two-year-old

with a Derby entry we might get our 7,200

Irish Guineas back if we were lucky.

However, and once again I blame the

drink, we decided to run him.

I was at Redcar for his first run in the 9-

furlong Reg Boyle Maiden Stakes and I

was not confident. In the parade ring he

reared up every time he saw his shadow

and tried to throw Jason Weaver when

mounted. Golden Hello was a hot favourite

and Double Trigger was a 14-1 shot. From

the off he loped along at the rear (the race

report says he was ‘held up off the pace’). 

He overtook one horse and I remember

thinking that at least he won’t be last. As

they turned into the home straight the

crowd roared as Golden Hello moved to

the front. With that Double Trigger took

off, won by 10 lengths and broke the track

record, easing down. Although I was

astonished, I remember telling the press in

the winner’s enclosure that he had a Derby

entry and we always thought he had

potential!

The rest is history. Following Double

Trigger’s retirement I bought a Mister

Baileys filly from Mark, Linden Grace.

She continued my incredible luck by once

again winning first time out. When she

broke down I sent her to be covered by

Double Trigger and her foal Linden Lime

won four times on the Flat.

Starting with a tiny share of Double

Blue I have been incredibly fortunate and

can’t thank Ron and Mark enough for

making it all possible.

DICK MOULES
Hexham, Northumberland

Gone, but not forgotten

ITV Racing’s “Opening Show” has been

running a ‘Where Are they now?’ feature

on their programme and it got me thinking

about Double Trigger. Where was he now?

And then I heard that Trigger had died. 

He did well getting to 29 years of age.

He was a great favourite of mine, as, also,

was Persian Punch, who sadly died young.

I came to one of the Middleham Open

Days, just to see Double Trigger. I have a

photo of him sticking his tongue out at me,

over his stable door. 

I remember a train being named after

him. Was that a first for a horse? My friend

and I went to see him race in the Doncaster

Cup. He didn’t win that day, it was won by

a horse called Cannon Can. But I have

many happy memories of him winning the

Ascot Gold Cup, Goodwood Cups and

other great races. What a horse he was and

he was helped by a great trainer. As I do

not have the internet yet (would you

believe it) I am unable to get info on horses

who have left racing, such as what has

happened to them and where they are. 

Double Trigger had the looks, tenacity

and stamina that made him stand out. 

KATHRYN BOWMER HALL
Bury, Lancs
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